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HEALTH BENEFITS OF MODERATE ALCOHOL CONSUMPTION

How good is the science?
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Ronksley and colleagues asserted that the association between
moderate alcohol consumption and reduced mortality risk was
“beyond question.”1 We reviewed all 67 studies that generated
the 84 articles in their meta-analysis. All but two had at least
one of six serious methodological problems, and these two had
mixed findings (figure⇓); see http://carbc.ca/Portals/0/News/
FeatureSupplement201203.pdf for bibliography).
(1) No control for smoking or health status: A conservative
criterion because Naimi and colleagues found moderate
drinkers to be healthier than abstainers on 27 risk factors for
heart disease2
(2) Drinking assessed over fewer than 30 days: A much
longer time period is needed to assess lifetime risk of
morbidity and mortality
(3) Failure to assess quantity or frequency of consumption:
Both are needed to estimate Ronksley’s dependent variable
of average daily consumption
(4) Former drinkers counted as abstainers: Former drinkers
often abstain because of ill health so would make moderate
drinkers appear healthy by comparison3
(5) Occasional drinkers counted as abstainers: Drinkers also
tend to reduce consumption with increasing age and frailty.3 4
Counting occasional drinkers as abstainers may make
moderate drinkers seem healthier
(6) Occasional drinkers combined with moderate drinkers:
Occasional drinkers may have enhanced health status owing

to other health protective factors.4 Combining the two groups
may make moderate drinkers seem healthier.
We therefore suggest that it is premature to draw firm
conclusions from this literature, and that strong competing
hypotheses remain to explain the association of health benefits
with moderate drinking. The possibility of uncontrolled
confounding from other lifestyle factors 2 is supported by
meta-analyses finding biologically implausible benefits from
moderate drinking—for example, protection against cirrhosis.5
We hope future studies will avoid these errors and provide a
clearer answer to this important question.
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